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My thanks to th@ faculty of th@ Department of Geography and 
Geology. Th@ir exc@ll@nc@ in th@ t@aching/ r@search / and public service 
areas are a continued source of prid@. My thanks to Mrs. B@tsy Lowrey 
who sets a tone of tol@ranc@ and compet@nce matched by few staff members 
at this University. I also wish to thank Ms. Ginger Cohron and Ms. 
Becky And@rs for their secretarial assistance. Finally, I wish to 
dedicate this report to Dr. Ronald Di1amarter who died in December , 
1987. Ron's editorial assistance on such r@ports and his continued good 
huroor will long be missed. 
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Dean Charles Kupchella 
Ogden College of Science, Health 
and Tecnnology 
Western Kentucky University 
Bowling Green I KY 42101 
Dear Q@an Kupchella: 
31 May 1988 
It is with considerable pride that I submit the Department of Geography's 
and Geology's Annual Report for 1987. Faculty excellence in teaching, 
research, and public service is the theme of this report. 
During t he past year, faculty in the department published 13 articles, 20 
technical and consulting reports , and 12 abstracts . Thirty-one professional 
papers were presented and 6 external grants valued at $189,285 were secured. 
Professional public service t o our constituencies rose to an all time high. 
We have particularly increased our services to the PUblic SChools. You may 
note this in a separate section in our report. 
Instruction both within and without the classroom was emphasized during 
the past year. This emphasis is reflected in the considerable amount of 
student research activity dur ing the year (13 student publications and 17 
paper presentations). Faculty obviously gave freely of their time and efforts 
to attain these outstanding results. Another indicator of student excellence 
was Mr. Jefferson Beeck1er's designation as the 1987 outstanding unde~raduate 
geography major in the Southeastern, United St a tes by the Southeast Division 
o f the Association of American Geographers. Finally, second and third place 
s tudent awards were attained in the graduate division of the Si gma xi research 
conference and a third place s tudent award in the undergraduate division. 
Student Enro llment during 1987 also increased s i gnificantly. Over 11,000 
student credit hours were generated, a 15 percent increase compared to 1986. 
proqram enrollments have s t abli1ized after a period of decline. Wi th the 
environmental sciences regaining student interes t we project s i gnificant 
enrollment increases in the 19905. 




Department of Geography 
and Geol ogy 
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DR. RONALD DILAMARTER 
1931-1987 
Dr. Ronald R. Dilamarter died of lung cancer on December 5, 1987, 
at the age of 56 . He is survived by his wife, Judy, and his two 
children, Diane and Daniel. He was a Professor in the Department of 
Geography and Geol ogy at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green, 
Kentucky . A native of Ontario, canada, he obtained his Ph . D. from the 
University of Iowa in 1972 . His primary teaching responsibilities were 
in the area of geolOOrphol ogy . 
Ron was one of t he first scientists in this country to recognize 
the extreme vulnerability of karst regions for hydrologic problems. He 
was an organizer and coeditor of the proceedings of the First 
International Symposium of Hydrologic Problems in Karst Regions, 
sponsored and hosted by the Department of Geography and Geology at 
Western Kentucky University in 1976. The Symposium was attended by over 
200 participants, including visitors f~ 12 countries. The Proceedings 
have been purchased by karst scientists from through-out the world. 
Dr. Dilamarter was a member of the Green River Grotto. In 1978 , he 
helped establish the Center for Cave and Karst Studies at Western 
Kentucky University t o deal with hydrologic problems in karst t~rrain. 
From 1979-1981 Ron was t he Secretariat for the NSS-sponsored Eighth 
International Congress of Speleology held at Western Kentucky Un i versity 
in J uly, 1981. Few people have any idea of the amount of work which he 
and his wife, Judy, per formed on behalf of the NSS during this period. 
For a year precedi ng t he Congress, it was IOOre than a full-time job as 
virtually all correspondence, registrations, fees, etc. were handled by 
the Secretariat . In addition , Ron was also in charge of l ocal 
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arrangements for the Congress which was attended by over 1,100 
participants from 40 different countries. 
In 1982 Dr. Oilamarter was the Associate Director of the Karst 
Hydrogeology Workshop which the Center for Cave and Karst Studies put on 
for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in Nashville, Tennessee. 
Ron was very active in karst research immediately preceding his illness 
which began in the summer of 1985. During 1983-84, he presented nine 
publications and technical reports. One paper dealing with problems 
associated with drilling oil wells in karst was presented at the 
"International Meetings on A~lied Problems in Karst TlI!rrains," in 
Liege, Belgium. In 1984-85 Dr. Oilamarter was the editor of Geo*2 ,the 
newsletter of the Cave Geology and Geography Section of the NSS. 
Although Ron generously shared his many talents, perhaps his 
greatest contribution was his teaching. He was one of the outstanding 
teachers at Western Kentucky University. He managed to make the moat 
boring subjects palatable by adding a pinch of humor and a dash of 
enthusiasm. He touched the lives of numerous students over the years 
and influenced the careers of many. He was a man of considerable wit 
and the father of countless jokes. His students and colleagues will 
long remember his dry humor and skill with words. 
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FACULTY 
S. Reza Ahsan, Ph.D. (Florida), Professor. Cartography, Air Photo, 
Remot.e Sensing, Sout.h Asia, East.ern Africa, caribbean. 
James M. Bingham, Ph.D. coursewock (Indiana State), Assistant Professor. 
Economic, Location Theory, Planning. 
Glen Conner, M.S. (Western Kentucky University), Assistant Professor. 
Meteorology, State Climatologist. 
Nicholas C. Crawford, Ph.D. (Clark), Professor. Hydrology, Groundwater, 
Karst Studies. 
James L. Davis, Ph.D. (Northwestern), Professor. Urban, Transportation, 
-North America. 
Ronald R. Dilamarter, Ph.D. (Iowa), Professor. Geomorphology, 
Cartography, Air Photo, Karst Studies. 
Noland E. Fields, Jr., Ph.D. (Louisiana State), professor. Environ-
mental Geology, Sedimentary Geology, Paleont.ology. 
Edmund E. Heqen, Ph.D. (Florida), Professor. Resources and 
Conservation, Rural Development, Latin America. 
Wayne L. Hoffman, Ph.D. (Florida), Head, Professor. Urban, Economic, 
Planning. 
Deborah W. Kuehn, Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), Adjunct Professor. 
Coal Geology, Organic Geochemistry, Palynology. 
Kenneth W. Kuehn, Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State), Associate Professor. 
Coal Geology, Coal Petrology, Geostatistics. 
Mark Lowry II, Ph.D. (Syracuse), Professor. Urban, Social, Planning. 
Jack D. McGregor, Ph.D. (Illinois), Professor. Mineralogy, Petrology, 
Petroleum Geology. 
Conrad T. Moore, Ph.D. (U.C.L.A.), Associate Professor. Resource. 
Management, Biogeography, Environmental Perception. 
Albert J. Petersen, Jr., Ph.D. (Louisiana State), Professor. Cultural, 
Settlement Patterns, Historic Preservation. 
Claude E. Pickard, Ph.D. (Nebraska), Professor. Economic, Settlement 
Patterns, North America. 
C. Ronald Seeger, Ph.D. (Pittsburgh), Professor. Planetology, Lunar 
Geology, Structural Geology, Geophysics, Tectonics. 
L. Michael l'rapasso, Ph.D. (Indiana State), Assistant Pr ofessor. 
Climatology, Geomorphology, Remote Sensing. 
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EVALUATION OF STRATEGIC PLAN 
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 1967 
A review of the Department's 1987 performance objectives which are 
detailed in our Strategic Plan: 1985-1990 and the Strategic Plan Update: 
1987-1992 finds significant strides have been made to meet the goals and 
objectives stated in the cited documents. 
During 1987 the Department published its first alumni newletter 
(GEOGRAM) which was distributed to over 800 graduates. Prior to the 
publication of the newsletter an extensive review of our mailing list 
was undertaken and procedures were implemented to update the list on an 
annual basis. Comments of our alumni on the quality and content of 
GEOGRAM have been very positive and we expect to go to press with our 
second edition sometime in early fall of 1988 . 
In the equipment area the Department was gratified that a recent 
bond issue to purchase needed apparatus was authorized and funds were 
made available to purchase a remote radar terminal and a NAFAX Faximile 
machine. These purchases - $25,000 - have modernized our College 
Heights Weather Station and have significantly added t o our teaching, 
research, and public service capabilities. In addition to these major 
purchases several personal computers and a plotter were purchased. 
One objective of our Strategic Plan and its update was to ipcrease 
external grant activities. Two grant applications for designation as 
Commonwealth Centers for Academic Excellence were submitted in 1987. 
The applicatlons from the Center for Cave and Karst Studies and The 
Kentucky Climate Center totaled over 2 million dollars. Although both 
applications were rated very high by the academic sect or of the 
Univers ity they were not selected to be presented to the Council on 
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Higher Education for ~eview. Ken Kuehn's efforts were devoted toward a 
Center of Excellence with the coal Science g~oup. This p~oposal was 
t~ansmitted to the Council, but was not funded. Two NSF equipment 
proposals were also written but. not funded. Exte~nal grants that were 
written and funded include Nick Crawford's ($58,000 ) proposal for a 
continuation of the Bowling Gr@en Toxic Fume Study; Wayne Hoffman and 
othe~s ($96,000) HOD mino~ity grant; Mark Lowry's ($23,000) funding from 
the Partners of the Americas; Ken Kuehn's ($500) software package grant 
from Joseph Communications; Al Petersen ($8,640) to develop an African 
module for the secondary schools; and Glen Conner ($3,145) fellowship 
f~om the National Climate Cent.er. 
Faculty also increased their publication and r.sea~ch act.ivity 
during the past year (see Table 1 for yearly caoparisons). In 1987 
faculty publiShed 13 articles, 20 technical or consulting reports, and 
12 abstracts. Thirty-one professional papers were presented. With the 
15 grants or fellowships (see Table 2 for yearly comparisons) obt.ained, 
we completed a most product.i ve year in the Department of Geography and 
Geology. 
Another objective at least partially attained during the academic 
year was to meet with each underg~aduate major or minor at least once 
during each semeste~. With implementation of mandatory advising we are 
well on the way to meeting this goal. 
Significant strides were also made in expanding alternative time 
for research and professional activities. With few exceptions requests 
for alternative time were granted and a larqe number of the faculty were 
assigned nine hour teaChing loads. Two faculty also enjoyed sabbatical 
leave during the year which is a reflection of the quality of their 
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TABLE 1 
NONINSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES 1983-1987 
1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986* 1987 
Publications 14** 29** 11** 11** 13 
Technical and Consult.ing 
reports 14 20 
Abstract.s 12 
Papers presented 22 21 34 14 31 
Attendance at 
professional workshops 10 17 27 2 27 
~epresentation at 
professional meetings 43 29 33 23 53 
Positions in professional 
organizations 8 12 13 22 22 
Grants and Fellowships 11 15 7 5 32 
Student Pa~rs Presented 3 11 14 1 17 
Student Publications 1 18 5 13 
*1986 listing covers period from 1 July -
31 December 1986 




EXTERNAL GRANT AND CONTRACT ACTIVITY 1983-1987 







*Ooes not include Coal Chemistry Grant that 
Ken Kuehn participated in with the Coal Science 
Group 
**1986 listing covers period from 1 July -













pcoposals and theic desice to engage in vacious forms of ceseacch. 
In the cucriculum area a name Change for the graduate level City 
and Regional Planning program was sought and approval was obtained. We 
now have a Master of Science Degree in City and Regional Planning. 
Approval was also obtained to pursue the Master of Science Degree in 
geology. We now need to work on this proposal. Finally the Department 
is actively engaged in upgrading its activitles and commitments to earth 
science and geography in the public school. Through our various 
alliances great strides have been made in the past two years. 
Most of the strategic plan objectives not attained in 1987 involved 
items that required University funding. We did not receive an 
additional secretary. We did not increase our graduate assistantships, 
our faculty travel budget, or our student field trip budget. We hope, 
however, to accomplish these Objectives in 1988. 
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UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT DATA 
Program Enrollment 
There was a slight decline of 10 students in the Fall Semester 
program enrollments -- Fall '87-Fall '86 (See Table 3). We are now in a 
period of relative stability. Our forecast is that we will maintain a 
program enrollment level of about 200 students for the next three years. 
An increasing job market for geographers and geologists and a growing 
awareness of the environment should produce a significant program 
enrollment increase in 1990 and the years thereafter. 
TABLE 3 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Fall Spr Fall Spr Fall Spr 
'84 '85 '85 '86 '86 '87 
Earth Science -- Major 2 2 3 5 8 10 
Geography -- Major 70 75 70 79 71 76 
Geology -- Major 58 54 42 40 40 33 
Earth Science -- Minor 2 3 4 1 2 2 
Geography -- Minor 49 50 39 36 31 32 
Geology -- Minor 17 16 16 19 15 17 
City and Regional 
Planning ~ Minor 14 17 13 11 10 7 
Cartography & Mapping 
TeChnology -- Associate 
Degree 16 17 12 10 9 10 
Meteorological Technology 
-- Associate Degree 33 28 22 21 17 18 
IDTAL 261 262 221 222 203 205 
Figure 1 presents a historical perspective of enrollment during the 
past ten years (1978-1987). A 43.0 percent increase in program 
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SEMESTERS 
FIGURE I 
Student Credit Hours 
The Geography and Geology Department experienced a major increase 
(16.0%) in student credit hours comparing the Fall 1986 to the Fall 1987 
semester (Table 4). The same general increase is noted when comparing 
Spring 1986 with the Spring 1987 semester. While the University did 
experience a sizeable enrollment increase in Fall 1987, the reported 
increase in the Department far exceeds that level. 
TABLE 4 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE STUDENT CREDIT HOURS 
Fall Spr Fall Spr Fall Spr 
'84 '85 '85 '86 '86 '87 
Geography 3699 3798 3666 3812 4257 4126 
Geology 715 968 802 736 1030 1079 
TOTAL 4414 4766 4468 4548 5287 5205 
Upper division student credit hours decreased slightly in the 
geography and geology area in the past year (Table 5). 
Fall - 1984 
Fall - 1985 
Fall - 1986 
Fall - 1987 
TABLE 5 











The department continues to maintain a healthy student-faculty 
ratio (FTE) of 24.6 compared to the University average of 18.2 for the 
Fall 1986 semester. 
Program Modifications and Course Development 
Two curriculum modifications were initiated during 1987. The first 
was a simple course title change. Geology 102 was renamed from 
Introduction to Physical Geology to Introduction to Geology-.---
The second change created the-Master of Science Degree in City and 
Regional Planning. This program has evolved from the Master of Public 
Service Degree (City and Regional Planning Option). A recent issue of 







(January 1988) provided details of the program and its past success. 
Excer pts from the Newsletter follow: 
The Department of Geography and Geology at Western Kentucky 
University created its first graduate level planning program in 
1972. The original planning program evolved into the Master of 
Science Degree in City and Regional Planning which was approved 
in 1987 . This program s pecifically offers academic and practical 
tra ining in city and regional planning and prepares students for 
positions with l ocal, stat@, and fed@ral ag@nci@s, as well as 
employment within the public secto r . 
The Master of Science Degree in City and Regional Planning 
is a thirty-nine semester hour program. All students ar@ 
required to take: 
- Introduction to City and Reg i onal 
Planning (3 hours) 
- Advanced Planning (3 hours) 
- Problems in Urban Geography (3 hours ) 
- Introduction to R@search (3 hours) 
- an organi zation theory cours@ (3 hours) 
- a course stressing local government 
or the community (3 hours ) 
- a methodology or statistics course (3 hours) 
- a planning int@rnship (6 hours ) 
The remaining 12 semest@r hours ar@ based on the career 
inter@sts of the student in consultation with th@ assigned 
advisor. Course sel @ction oft@n includes Transportation 
Planning, Rural Planning, Historic Pres@cvation Planning, and 
Industrial and Ccmnercial Planning. Students are also offered a 
wide ranging sel@ction of teChnique courses within th@ department 
which are of value t o plann@rs. They includ@: Cartography, 
Advanced Cartography, Computer Cartography, Air Photo 
Interpretation, Remote Sensing, Statistics, and Experimental 
Des i gn and Data Analysis. The d@partment also offers a wide 
variety of environmetal planning courses s uch as hydrology, wat@r 
resources, and hydrog@olgy for students with a natural sci@nce 
baCkgr ound . 
The planning program at Western Kentucky University has 
@volved through th@ years from on@ geared to the part time 
student Who already was employed t o the full time graduat@ 
s t udent. To assist a student in obtaining a degree a limited 
number of graduate assistantships are available. The planning 
area and the Univ@rsity was recently the r@cipient of a HUD 
Community Development Minority Grant ($96,000) and has several 
s tudents on scholarship for th@ n@xt two years . 
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The department is proud of its sixty-six planning graduates. 
Western Kentucky University graduates are employed throughout the 
country. The area development districts, local planning offices, 
state government, and private consultants are the major 
employers. The required six semester hour internship exposes the 
student to a "real world work experience" as well as to potential 
employrrent situations and has proven to be a focal point of our 
academic program as well as the basis for much of its success. 
Mammoth Cave Summer Program: 
The Summer Uhiversity at Mammoth Cave had sixty-nine students 
enrolled in the four courses and workshops. The 1987 courses and 
instructors were: 




Dr. Stanley Sides 
Dr. Arthur Palmer 
Dr. Tim Atkinson and 
Dr. Nick Crawford 
Mr. Roger Brucker 
Twenty-three states and districts were represented in the 1987 
program. They included: 
Tennessee Kentucky Michigan 
New York Alabama. West Virginia 
Ohio Virginia Washington, D.C. 
Missouri pennsylvania Indiana 
Kansas New Hampshire Connecticut 
Georgia North Carolina Mississippi 
Florida Hawaii Puerto Rico 
New J ersey Arkansas 
Sections and Course Enrollment Listings 
Fifty-three sections (not including the graduate component in 400 
level courses) were offered in the Geography area during the Spring 1987 
Semester. Student Enrollment totalled 1,366. Twenty sections (not 
including the graduate component in 400 level courses were offered in 
Geology with an enrollment of 382. Sixty-four sections were offered in 
Geography during the Fall 1987 Semester with a student enrollment of 
1,637. Geology offered twenty sections with a student enrollment of 403 




Sections Total Students 
Geog 100 Intr Man's Phy Env 8 502 
Geog 101 Prin Human GeO:;; 7 273 
Geog 104 Intr Canadian Studies 1 5 
Geog 110 Wor ld Reg ional 3 89 
Geog 121 Meteorology 4 188 
Geog 200 Intr Latin AIDer 1 3 
Geog 240 City & Reg Plan 1 11 
Geog 300 Scope & Methods 1 16 
Geog 315 Cartography 2 23 
Geog 350 Economic Geog 1 18 
Geog 360 Geog North Amer 3 102 
Geog 404 Computer Mapping 1 12 
Geog 410(1) Cartography II 1 5 
Geog 416(G) Remote Sensing 1 6 
Geog 420(G) Geomorphology 1 13 
Geog 426(G) A~ Met/Climate 1 13 
Geog 434(G) Historic Pres Plan 1 7 
Geog 454(G) Geog of Middle Amer 1 8 
Geog 471 Conservation 1 8 
Geog 475(1) Sel Topics GeO:;; 1 4 
Geog 479 Ind & Comm Geog 1 10 
Geog 480 Urban Geog 1 14 
Geog 491(G) Data Analysis 1 7 
Geog 495(1) plan Internship 2 4 
Geog 510(1) Sel Topics Geog 2 12 
Geog 522(1) Meteorology for Teachers 1 1 
Geog 580(1) Adv Urban Geog 1 5 
Geog 584(1) Plan Th & Appl 1 4 
Geog 599 (I) Thesis 3 3 
DEPARTMENT TOTALS 53 1,366 
Geel 102 Intr Phy Geel 7 251 
Geel 111 Physical Geel 1 18 
Geel 112 Historical Geol 1 22 
Geel 113 Phy Geel Lab 1 20 
Geel 114 Hist.orical Geol Lab 1 17 
Geel 308 Struct.ural Geol 1 5 
Geel 309 St.ruct. Geel Lab 1 7 
Geel 350 pet.rology 1 14 
Geel 420 Geomorphology 1 5 
Geel 450(G) St.ratigraphy 1 11 
Geel 475(1) Sel Topics Geol 3 5 
Geel 482(G) Coal Pet.rology & Tech 1 7 




Sections Total Students 
Geoq 100 Intr Man's Phy Env II 604 
Geog 101 Prin Human Geog 9 330 
Geog 110 World Regional 4 ll6 
Geoq 121 Meteorology 4 215 
Geoq 122 Aviation Met eor 1 13 
Geoq 200 Intr Latin Amer 1 3 
Geoq 240 City & Reg plan 1 12 
Geoq 300 scope & MethOds 1 14 
Geog 310 Hydrology 1 10 
Geoq 315 Cartography I 19 
Geoq 328 Climate Soil Vag 1 18 
Geog 350 Economic Geog I 11 
Geoq 360 Geog North Amer 3 111 
Geoq 415 (G) Air Photo Interp 1 12 
Geoq 422(G) Climatology 2 12 
Geoq 430(G) Cultural Geog 1 12 
Geoq 4511 Geog of Kentucky 1 1 
Geoq 452 E' ield Studies 1 5 
Geoq 466(G) Geog of Africa 1 2 
Geoq 471 Conservation 1 22 
Geoq 475(1) Sel Topics Geog 3 10 
Geog 484(G) Planning 2 23 
Geoq 49l(G) Data Analysis 1 11 
Geoq 495(1) plan Internship 2 4 
Geog 500(1) Int[' Research 1 1 
Geoq 502 E'ield Work 1 10 
Geoq 505(1) Bio Geoq 1 8 
Geoq 510(1) Sel Topics Geog: 3 14 
Geoq 590 Expe['imental Design 1 1 
Geoq 595(1) plan Practicum I 2 
Geoq 599( 1) Thesis 1 2 
DEPARTMENT TOTALS 64 1/626 
Geel 102 Intr Phy Geel 9 297 
Geel 111 Physical Geel 1 18 
Geel 113 Phy Geel Lab 2 33 
Geel 310 Hydrology I II 
Geel 330 Mine['alogy I 9 
Geel 380 E'ield Techniques I 7 
Geel 405 Paleontology I 7 
Geol 415 Environmental Geel I 11 
Geel 475(1) Sel Topi cs Geol 2 5 
Geel 480 Coal Geology I 5 










Richard O' Brian 
David Padgett 





































City & Regional 
Planning Minor 
Mark Bryant 
Wayne D. Powers 
Ahsan/ Reza 
Conner, Glen D. 
Crawford/ Nicholas 
GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS 
- Travel to Workshop 






Grant and Dean's 
- NSF Cartography Improvement Grant 
(with W. Hoffman, G. Conner, and 
R. Dilamarter)/ $19 , 144. Not funded. 
- Center of Excellence in Climatology 
$1,064, 000. Not funded. 
- "Kentucky Drought Triggering Mechanism 
Model Assessment," (with Conrad Moore), 
Proposal submitted to the U.S. Geological 
Survey of Ken tucky $12,100 . Pending. 
- NSF Cartography Improvement Grant 
(with R. Ahsan, W. Hoffman and R. 
Dilamarter), $19 ,144. Not funded. 
- Summer Exchange Fellowship 
Nat ional Climatic Center $3145 
Asheville, North carolina. 
- Toxic and Explosive Fumes Resulting 
from Contaminated Groundwater Flow 
Through Caves Under Bowling Green, 
Kentucky. Ci ty of Bowling Green -
3ed Year - $58,000 . 
- Faculty Research 
in Karst Terrain 
$1,500 . 
Radon Levels in 
James Webster). 
Fund and Dean's 
Grant, Radon Levels 
(with James Webster), 
Karst Terrain (with . 
Presidents Development 
Office $2 ,000. 
- Center of Excellence 
St udies $1,320 ,000. 
in Cave and 
Not funded. 
Karst 
- "The Migration of Radon in Soil and 
Karst Carbonate Aquifer," (with William 
Buchman), proposal SUbm1tted to U.S. 
Department of Energy, $150/000. Pending . 
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- Faculty Development Grant proposal to 
attend Conference on aquifer restoration, 
groundwater monitoring and geographical 
methods $500 . Not funded. 





Grant and Dean's 
- Faculty Summer Research Fellowship 
$3000. 
- Travel to Present Paper, 
Presidents Development Fund and Dean's 
Office $370. 
- NSF Cartography Improvement Grant 
(with R. Ahsan, W. Hoffman and G. Conner ) , 
$19,144. Not funded. 
- Faculty Development Grant to 






$300 • . 
Grant and Dean's 
- NSF Cartography Improvement Grant 
( ..... i th R. Ahsan, R. Dilamarter, and 
G. Conner ) , $19,144. Not funded. 
- Hud Minority Workstudy Grant, (with 
carl Chelf and Kenneth Nelson ) , $96, 000 





Grant and Dean's 
- Faculty Research Grant, Age 
Evaluation of Murphy's Pond 
and 
$940. 
- NSF Instrument and Apparatus Grant, 
and "Microscope Photometer for Analysis 
of Geological Samples", $141,244. Pending. 
- Center of Excellence Proposal to create a 
Center for Coal Science (with others) 
$256,000. Not f unded. 
- Perfect Blend Computer Software Package, 







- Partners of the Americas Research on 
Colorados Indians of Ecuador $23,000 . 





Grant and Dean's 
- "Kentucky Drought Triggering Mechanism 
Model Assessment I" (with Glen Conner), 
Proposal subnitted to the u. S. Geological 





Grant and Dean's 
- Curriculum Development Grant, Department 
of Education $8,640. 
- Faculty Development Grant to present 
paper and to attend a conference in 





Grant and Dean's 
- Faculty Development Grant to present a 
paper at a Biometeorology Conference 
$290 . 
- Kellogg's Fellowship Grant. $30,000. 
Not Funded. 
- Application for Fellowship in International 
Development, Partners of the America. 
$8 ,000. Not Funded. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
c rawford, Nicholas. "Environmental Protection Agency ElT\@rqency 
Pr otection Aagency Emergency Response ~o Toxix Fumes 
and Con~aminated Ground Wa~er in Kars~ Topography: A case 
Study." (wi~h F.B . Stroud , J. Gilber~, G.W. Powell, M.J. 
Riga~ti, and P.C. Johnson) proceedings, National Wa~er 
Well Associa~ion Conference on Environmental Problems 
in Karst Te rranes and Their Solutions , Western Kentucky 
Universi~y , Bowl i ng Green, 1987. 28 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas . "Wa~er Quali~y and Hydrograph of Rider 
Farm Ground Wa~er Ct>serva~ion Well, Warren Coun~y , Ken~ucky." 
(wi~h P.P. Reede r ) Center for Cave and Kars~ S~udies 
Report, Departmen~ of Geography and Geology, Western 
Ken~ucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky, 1987. 
Crawford, Nicholas. "Toxi c and Explosive Fumes : Hazards for Residents 
of Sinkhole Plains," Hi ghlights, Vol. 6 , No.2 , 1987 , pp. 43- 53 . 
Crawfor d, Ni cholas . "Origins of Water Spouts in Karst Reg i ons, " (with 
George Veni ) , National Speleological Society Bulletin, vol. 48 , 
No.2 , 1987 , pp. 43-53. 
cr awford, Nicholas. "Recent Cave Exploration Beneath Bowling Green," 
(with Chris Groves), National Speleological Society News, 1987, 
pp. 361-367. 
Davis, James. "Urban Reclamat ion of a Britis h Coal Mining Area," 
proceedings, Geogr aphy Section, Kentucky Academy of Science, 
1987, pp. 9-21. 
Davis, James. 
Me!Ilbt!rs: 
"Innovative Development and Renewal 
A Case Study," (with Wayne Hoffman), 
Education, Vol. 26 , 1987, pp. 86- 94. 
for Mature Faculty 




"Innovative Development and Renewal for Mature Faculty 
Case St udy," (with James Davis), Issues in Hi gher 
Vol. 26, 1987, pp . 86-94. 
Kuehn, Kenneth. "Modif ied Hardgrove Grindability Tests, " (with 
J . Riley, W. Lloyd, F. Hayes, and D. Withers ), proceedings, 
Sixth International Coal Testing COnference, Charleston , 
West Virginia, 1987, pp. 1- 5. 
Kuehn, Kenneth. "Physical Prof>@rties of Slurried Ultrafine Coals, " 
(with W. Lloyd, J . Riley, and D. Kuehn ), Proceedings, 
Sixth International Coal Testing Conference, Charles t on, 
WeSt Virginia, 1987, pp . 6-10 . 
LOwry, Mark. "Ecuador's Color ado Indi ans: A Culture in Transi t ion , " 
PrOCeedings, Geography Section , Kentucky Academy of Science, 1987, 
pp . 23- 29. 
20 
Moore, Conrad. "Reqiona1 Sementics of ' Barren' and 'Desert" in the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century North American Landscapes 
Descriptions." Proceedings, Geography Section, Kentucky 
Academy of Science, 1987 , pp. 30-41. 
Trapas so, Michael. "The Surtsey Volcanic Eruption: An Alternative 
Look at Climactic Change," Faculty Research Bulletin Western 
Kentucky Univers ity, Vol. I X, pp 1-12, 1987. 
Trapasso, Michael. "City of Fortresses: Bowling Green, K@fltucky," 
Back Home in Kentucky, 1987, Vol. 10, No.5, pp. 27 & 35-36. 
Trapasso , Michael. Editor, 1986 Proceed~ngs, Geography Section, 
Kentucky Academy of Science, 1987. 
Trapasso, Michael. "Mechanisms Responsible for Sumner Precipicacion in 
Kencucky," Proceedings, Geography Section, Kentucky Academy of 
Science, 1987, pp. 42-48. 
21 
TECHNICAL AND CONSULTING REPORTS 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with Chris Groves, Tom Feen@y, and Ben 
Keller) "Hydrology of the Lost River Karst Groundwater 
Basin, Warren County, Kentucky," Agriculture and Urban Nonpoint 
Source Pollution Impacts on Karst Aquifers in the Pennyroyal · 
Karst Region of Kentucky, Part I, Prepared for the Kentucky Natural 
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet, Division of 
Water, and the Barren River Area Development District, September, 
1987, 228 p., 6 plates. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with Ben Keller) "Time of Travel Study for 
Lost River Karst Groundwater Basin," Toxic and Explosive 
Fumes Resulting from Contaminated Groundwater Flow Through 
the Caves Under Bowling Green, Kentucky, Part X. Prepared 
for the City of Bowling Green, November 11, 1987, 12 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with James Webster) "Microgravity Study of 
Harris Spring Groundwat@r Basin," Toxic and Explosive Fumes 
Resulting From Contaminated Groundwater Flow Through the caves 
Under Bowling Green, Kentucky, Part VIII, prepared for City 
of Bowling Green, November 11, 1987, 47 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with James Webster) "Microgravity Study 
of Lost River Groundwater Basin," Toxic and Explosive Fumes 
Resulting from Contaminated Groundwater Flow Through th@ caves 
Under Bowling Green, Kentucky, Part VII, prepared for 
City of Bowling Green, November II, 1987, 160 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with Philip Reeder) "The Use of video Well 
Logging in Bowling Green, Kentucky," Toxic and Explosive Fumes 
Resulting from Contaminated Groundwater Flow Through the Cav@s 
Under Bowling Green, Kentucky, Part IX, Prepared for City of 
Bowling Green, November II, 1987, 75 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with James Webster) "Mapped Caves of Bowling 
Green, Kentucky," Toxic and Explosive Fumes Resulting from 
Contaminated Groundwater Flow Through the Caves Und@r Bowling 
Green, Kentucky, Part VI, prepared for City of Bowling Green, 
November II, 1987, 28 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with Thomas P. Feen@y) "Mechanisms Responsible 
for Sinkhole Flooding on an Urbanized Karst Terrain; South 
Sunrise and Media Drive, Bowling Green, Kentucky," 
Toxic and Explosive Fumes Resulting from Contaminated 
Groundwater Flow Through the Caves Under Bowling Green, 
Kentucky, Part XI, Prepared for City of Bowling Green, 
November II, 1987, 122 p. 
22 
Crawford, Nicholas, "Hydrogeologic Aasessment of Potential 
Sites for a New Industrial Park, Bowling Green, Kentucky," 
prepared for Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of Commerce, 
1987, 48 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with J. Webster, C. Groves, P. Reeder, 
A. Benkhalti, E. Lassaline, and G. COhron), "Storm Water 
Drainage wells in Kentucky: Bowling Green," vol. 8, Extended 
Inventory of Drainage Wells in Kentucky and Tennessese, 
United States Environmental protection Agency Underground 
Water Source Protection Program Grant, 1987, 85 p. 
Crawford, NiCholas, (with J. Webster, C. Groves, P. Reeder, 
T. Heazlit, A. Benkhalti, E. Lassaline, and G. COhron), 
"Storm Water Drainage Wells in Kentucky," Vol 9, Extended 
Inventory of Drainage Wells in Kentucky and Tennessee, 
United States Environmental Protection Agency Underground 
Water Source Protection Program Grant, 1987, 134 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, "Groundwater Flow in the Vicinity of Russellville, 
Kentucky Inert Landfill," Prepared for: City of Russellville 
and SMR Engineering Consultants, 1987, 11 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with James Webster), "preliminary Results of an 
Investigation of Radon Levels in the Homes and Caves of Bowling 
Green, Warren County Kentucky," Center for Cave and Karst 
Studies Report, 1987, 13 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, "Preliminary Hydrogeologic Investigation of 
Proposed K-Mart Shopping Center Site, Cookeville, Tennessee," 
prepared for: Cookeville Planning and Zoning COIYI1lission, 
1987, 3 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with HAZTECH, Inc. and Research Planning 
Institute, Inc.) "Technical Report of Sample/Study Plan 
for Rockwell International E'acility at Russellville, Kentucky," 
1987, 224 p., 3 plates. 
crawford, Nicholas, "Karst Hydrology Investigation of Kentucky 
Agricultural Energy Corporation Lake, E'ranklin, Kentucky," 
for Kentucky Agricultural Energy Corporation, 1987, 2 p • . 
Crawford, NiCholas, "Groundwater Flow in the Vicinity of a Gasoline 
Spill near Gracey, Trigg County, Kentucky," Report for Delta 
Environmental Consultants, Inc., 1987, 18 p. 
Crawford, Nicholas, (with HAZTECH, Inc. and Research Planning 
Institutes, Inc. ) , "Groundwater Assessement and Remediation 
Report for Rockwell International E'ac ility at Russellville, 
Kentucky," 1987, 155 p. 
23 
Crawford, Nicholas, IIMicrogravity Investigation of Proposed K-Mart 
Shopping Center Site in C<x>keville, Tennessee, II Report for 
GeotQk, Inc., Kno,xville, Tennessee, 1987 , 8 p. 
Kuehn , Kenneth, (~ith Lloyd & Riley) "Chemistry & Reactivity of 
Micronized Coals," Technical progress Repol:'t .6 ..... der 
DOE/ PC/ 80S14-Q6, Western Kentucky University, t o U.S . 
Department o f Energy, 1987 , 65 p. 
Kuehn, Kenneth, (~ith Lloyd & Riley) "Chemistry & Re activity o f 
Micronized Coals ," Technical Progress Report 17 under 
DOE/PC/80514-06, Western Kentucky University , to U. S. 
Department of Energy, 1987, 47 p. 
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ABSTRAcrS 
Ahsan, S. Reza, 1987 , "The Population of Bangladesh: Its 
Distcibution and Changes." 1987 AAG Annual Meeting 
pCogcams and Abstcacts, compiled by Rose Fabia Robe~ts. 
Portland, Oregon. April 21-26, p.l. 
Bingham, James, 1987, "The Spatial Distribution of Public School 
(2uality: The 1985 Kentucky Essential Skills Test." (with 
wayne Hoffman). 1987 AAG Annual Meeting Programs and Abstracts, 
compiled by Rose Fabia Roberts. Portland, Oregon. Apeil 21-26, 
p.42. 
Davis, James, 1987, "Landscapes in Willa Cather's Q'Pioneers! and 
My Antonia " (with Nancy Davis). 1987 AAG Annual Meeting 
programs and Abstracts, compiled by Rose Fabia Roberts. 
Portland, Oregon. April 21-26, p. 20. 
Davis, James, 1987, "Landscapes in Willa Cather's O'Pioneers! and 
My Antonia" (with Nancy Davis). Proceedings of the 
National Meeting of the Popular Culture Association. 
March. 
Fields, Noland, 1987 , "Smugg ling Basic Geology to the Under-
pared Earth Science Teacher." Geologic Society of America: 
Abstracts: National Meeting. Phoenix, Arizona. October, 
no. 143221. 
Hoffman, Wayne, 1987, "The Spatial Distribution of Public 
School Quality: The 1985 Kentucky Essential Skills Test." 
(with James Bingham). 1987 AAG Annual Meeting prilrams and 
Abstracts, compiled by Rose Fabia Roberts. Port and, Oregon. 
April 21-26 , p.42. 
Moore, Conrad T, 1987, "Regional Semantics of ' Barren' and 
'Desert' in 18th and 19th Century North American Landscape 
Descriptions." Transactions of the Kentucky Academy of 
Science. Vol. 48(1-2), p.47-48. 
Moore, Conr ad T, 1987, "A Documentary Analysis of Drought in 
Midcontinent North America, 1800-1880." American 
ASSOCia tion for the Advancement of Science, 153rd National 
Meeting, Abstracts of Papers, p. 95 . 
Petersen, Albert, 1987, "The Kentucky-Indiana Boundary: A 
Problem for Historical Geography." 1987 AAG Annual Meeting 
Programs and Abstracts, compiled by Rose Fabi a Robert s. 
Portland , Oregon. April 21- 26, p.SO. 
Seeger, C. Ronald, 1987, "The Search for Jeptha Knob Iridium," 
(with F. Asaro, H. Michel, and A.V. Noland) , Meteor itics, 
Journal of the Meteoritical Society, Vol. 22 , No .4. 
p.161. 
25 
Trapasso, L. Michael, 1987, "The Relationships Between Snow Cover 
and Cyclones in the E:astem United States." 1987 AAG Annual 
~~~II~~~,' compiled by Rose Fabia Roberts. 
" p.10l. 
Trapasso, L. Michael, 1987, tlBarometric Pressure: Its 
11th Relationships to Human Childbirth," ABSTRACTS, 
International Congress of Biometeorology, Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, Indiana 14 through 18 
September 1987, p. 46. 
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PAPERS PRESENTED AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS 
AMan, Reza, "The Population of Banglad4!sh: Its Distribution 
and Changes," Annual Meeting, Association of American 
Geographers, Portland, Oregon, 1987. 
Bingham, James, "The Spatial Distribution of Public $chool 
Quality: Tl'le 1985 Kentucky Essential Ski lls Test.," (with Wayn4! 
Hoffman), Annual Meeting, Association of American Geograph4!rs, 
Portland, Oregon, 1987. 
Bingham, James, "Journey to Work: Kentucky's Coa'muting Patt.erns 
1970-1980 ,01 (with Wayne Hoffman), Kentucky Academy of 
science, Western Kentucky University, 1987. 
Conner, D. Glen, "Tem~rature Extremes in Kentucky," (with Tony 
Fugate), Kentucky Academy of Science, Western Kentucky 
University, 1987. 
Conn4!r, D. Glen, "A Comparison of Severe Historical Drought in 
Kentucky 1854-1904," (with Conrad Maor4!), Kentucky Academy 
of Science, Western Kentucky Universit.y, 1987. 
Crawford, Nicholas, "OUt of Sight, Out of Mind: Impacts of 
Subsurface Sewage Disposal," Ground Water: Tennessee's 
Hidden Asset Conf4!rence, Nashville, Tenn4!SBee, 1987. 
crawford, NiCholas, "Groundwat.er Contamination of Carbonate 
Aquifers," Western and Central Section, Water W4!11 
Association, Park City, Kentucky, 1987. 
Crawford, NiCholas, "Down-Hole Vid4!O Camera: A New Tool 
in Karst Hydrology," (with Philip Reeder), Kentucky 
Academy of Science, Western Kentucky University, 1987. 
Crawford, NiCholas, "Storm Water Drainage Wells and 
Associated Groundwater Problems in Karst Terrain," 
Kentucky Water Well Drillers Annual Convention, 
Louisville, 1987. 
Crawford, NiCholas, "Use of Video Well-Logging in a Karst 
Aquifer: Bowling Green, Kentucky," (with Philip Reeder), 
National Speleological Society Annual Meeting, Sault 
Ste Marie, MiChigan, 1967. 
Davis, James, "Geographic Images in Willa Cather' s My Antonia, 
(with Nancy H. Davis), Popular Culture Association, Montreal, 
canada, 1987. 
Davis, James, "Innovative Development and Renewal for Matur4! 
Faculty Members: A Case Study," (with Wayne Hoffman), 
Faculty Development and Evaluation Conference, Orlando, 
Florida, 1987. 
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Davis, Janes, "Landscape in Willa Cather's 0 Pioneer's and 
My Antonia, II (with Nancy H. Davis), Annual Meeting, 
Association of American Geographers, Portland, Oregon, 
1987. 
Davis, James, "Geography and Literature: A Case Study of 
Two Willa Cather Novels," (with Nancy Davis), Kentucky 
Academy of Science, Western Kentucky University, 1987. 
Fields, Noland, "The Focused Workshop-Smuggling Basic 
Geology to the Underprepared Earth Science Teacher," 
Annual Meeting, Geological Society of America, 
Phoenix, Arizonia, 1987. 
Hegen, Edmund, "A Kaleidoscope of Colunbia's Boundaries and 
Frontiers," Kentucky Academy of Science, Western Kentucky 
Univerity, 1987. 
Hoffman, Wayne, "Innovative Development and Renewal for 
Mature Faculty Members: A Case Study," (with James Davis), 
Faculty Development and Evaluation Conference, Orlando, 
Florida, 1987. 
Hoffman, Wayne, "The Spatial Distribution of Public SchOol 
Quality: The 1985 Kentucky Essential Skills Test," 
(with James Bingham), Annual Meeting, Association of 
American Geographers, Portland, Oregon, 1987. 
Hoffman, Wayne, "Journey to Work: Kentucky's Commuting Patterns 
1970-1980," (with James Bingham) Kentucky Academy of 
Science, Western Kentucky Univeristy, 1987. 
Kuehn, Kenneth, "Preparation and Chacterization of Slurried 
Micronized Coal," (with W.G. Lloyd and J.T. Riley) 
Sixth International Coal Testing Conference, Charleston, 
West Virginia, 1987. 
Kuehn, Kenneth, "Depositional History of Murphy's Pond: A 
Freshwater Cypress Swamp in Hickman County, Kentucky," 
(with W.S. Wilkerson), Kentucky Academy of Science, 
Western Kentucky University, 1987. 
Kuehn, Kenneth, "Evaluation of Petroleum Potential in Fractured 
Terrains Using Remote Sensing Techniques," (with Shaun 
Winter), Kentucky Academy of Science, Western Kentucky 
Univeristy, 1987. 
Lowry, Mark, "Colorado Indians of Ecuador," Partners of the 
Americas, Lexington, Kentucky, 1987. 
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'V:1Wri' Mark, "Chota: All Black Pueblo in Ecuador," Kentucky 
Academy of Science, Western Kentucky Univeristy, 1987. 
Moore, conrad, "A Documentary Analysis of Drought in Midcontinent 
North America 1800-1880, " American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, Chicago, Illinois, 1987. 
Moore, Conrad, itA Comparison of Severe Historical Drought 
in Kentucky 1854-1904," (with Glen Conner ), Kentucky 
Academy of Science, Western Kentucky University, 1987. 
Petersen, Albert, "'llle Kent ucky-Indiana Boundary Dispute," 
Association of American Geographers, Portland, Oregon, 
1987. 
Seeger, Ronald, "The Search for Jeptha Knob Iriduim," (with 
Frank Asaro, Helen Michel, and Anne Noland), Kentucky 
Academy of Science, Western Kentucky Univeristy, 1987. 
Seeger, Ronald, "The Sear ch for J~tha Knob Iridium" (with 
Frank Asaro, Helen Michel, and Anne Noland) , 50th Meeting of 
the Meteoritical Society, Newcastle upon Tyne, England, 1987. 
Trapasso, MiChael, "Snow Cover and cyclones in the Eastern 
United States," (with Robert Mark Sirrpeon), Annual Meeting, 
Association of American Geographers, Portland, Oregon, 1987. 
Trapasso, MiChael, "Barometric Pressure: Its Relationships to 
Human Childbi rth, " (with Mark Yurchisin), 11th International 




Feeney, Thomas, (with Nick Crawford) "Mechanisms Rl!sponsibl e 
fol:' Sinkhole Flooding on an Urbanized Karst Terrain: South 
Sunrise and Media Drive, Bowlinq Green , Kentucky," 
Toxic and Explosive Fumes Resulting from Contaminated 
Groundwater Flow Throuqh the Caves Under Bowlinq Grl!en, 
Kentucky, Part XI, Prepared for City of Bowling Green, 
November II, 1987, 122 p. 
Groves, ChriS, (with TOm Feeney, Ben Keller, and Nick Crawford ) , 
"Hydrology of the Lost River Karst Groundwater Basin, 
Warren County , Kentucky," Agriculture and Urban Nonpoint 
Source Pollution Impacts on Karst Aquifers in the Pennyroyal 
Karst Region of Kentucky, Part I, Prepared for the Kentucky Natural 
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet , Division of 
Water and the Barren River Area Development District, September, 
1987, 228 p., 6 plates. 
Keller, Ben , (with Nick Crawford ) "TiJ'Ol! of Travel Study for 
Lost River Karst Groundwatl!r Basin," Toxic and Explosive 
Fumes Resulting from Cont aminat ed Groundwater Fl ow Through 
the Caves Under Bowling Green, Kentucky, Part X. prepared 
for the City of Bowling Green, Nov . II, 1987, 12 p. 
Reeder, Philip, (with Nick Crawford ) "The USe of Video well 
Logging in Bowlinq Green , Kent ucky," Toxic and Explosive Fumes 
Resulting from Contaminated Groundwater Flow Through the Caves 
Under Bowling Green, Kentucky, Part IX, Prepar ed for Ci ty of 
Bowling Green, November 11, 1987, 75 p. 
Reeder, Philip P. "Water C\Jality and Hydrograph of Rider 
Farm Groundwater Observation Wel l , Warren County, 
Kentucky," (with Dr . Nicholas Crawford), 
Center for Cave and Kar st Studies Report, Department 
of Geography and Geology, Western Kentucky University, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky, 1987 . 
Schnel:'inger, Joseph III. "Weather Stations in the Andes: 
Study in Mountain Climatology," (Faculty Advisor, Dr . 
Trapasso), Student Honors Research Bulletin 1986-87, 
Western Kentucky University, pp . 10-11 . 
A Case 
Michael 
Sharpe, Gregory. "precipitation Patterns in Bowling Green, Kentucky, 
1980-1985," Student Honors Research Bulletin 1987, Western 
Kentucky university , pp . 15- 18. 
Webster, James, (with Nick Crawford) "Microgravity Study of 
Harris Spring Groundwater Basin," Toxic and Explosive Fumes 
Resulting From Contaminated Groundwate l:' Flow Through the Caves 
Under Bowling Green, Kentucky, Part VIII, prepared for City 
of Bowling Green, November II, 1987, 47 p. 
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Webster, James , (wi th Nick. Crawford) "Microgravity Study 
of Lost River Groundwater Basin," Toxic and Explosive E'umes 
Resulting from Contaminated Groundwater Flow Through the caves 
Under Bowling Green, Kentucky, Part VII, Prepared for 
City of Bowling Green, November 11, 1987 , 160 p. 
Webster, James, (wit.h Nick Crawford) "Mapped caves of Bowling 
Green, Kent.ucky," Toxic and Explosive Fumes Result.ing from 
Cont.aminat.ed Groundwat.er Flow Through t.he Caves Under Bowling 
Green, Kent.ucky, Part VI, Prepared for Cit.y of Bowling Green, 
November 11, 1987, 28 p. 
Webster, James, (with N. Crawford, C. Groves, P. Reeder, 
A. Benk.halt.i, E. Lassaline, and G. COhron), "St.orm Water 
Drainage Wells in Kentucky: Bowling Green," Vol. 8, Extended 
Invent.ory of Drainage Wells in Kent.ucky and Tennessese, 
United Stat.es Environmental Prot.ect.ion Agency Underground 
Water Sour ce Protect.ion Program Grant, 1987, 85 p. 
Webster, James. (with N. Crawford, C. Groves, P. Reeder, 
T. Heazlit, A. Benk.halti, E. Lassaline, and G. Cohron), 
"Storm Water Drainage Wells in ~nt.ucky," vol 9 , Extended 
Invent.ory of Drainage Wells in Kent.ucky and Tennessee, 
Unit.ed St.at.es Environment.al Prot.ection Agency Underground 
Wat.er Source Prot.ect.ion Program Grant., 1987, 134 p. 
Webster, James, (with Nick Crawford), "Preliminary Result.s of an 
Investigation of Radon Levels in the Homes and Caves of Bowling 
Green, Warren County Kentucky," Center for cave and Karst. 
Studies Report, 1987 , 13 p. 
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STUDEN'r PROFESSIONAL PAPER 
PRESENTATIONS 
Baker, Kenneth M., "The Changing Role of Bowling Green: 
A Time Series Analysis," Graduate Student, (Faculty 
Advisor James Davis), Kentucky Academy of Science, 
Western Kentucky university, November, 1987. 
Baize, David G., "The Sinking and Resurgence of Black Lick 
Creek, Auburn, Kentucky," Graduate Student, (Faculty 
Advisor Nick Crawford ) , Kentucky Academy of Science, 
Western Kentucky University, November, 1987. 
Beeckler, Jefferson J., "Middle Atlantic Cities Changing 
E:conomies," Undergraduate Geography Major, (Faculty 
Advisor James Davis), Kentucky Academy of Science, 
Western Kentucky University, November, 1987. 
Bogle, Frank, "Groundwater Flow in the Vicinity of a 
Gasoline Spill into a Karst Aquifer," Graduate Student, 
(Faculty Advisor Nick Crawford), Sigma Xi Research 
Conference, Western Kentucky University, 1987. 
Bryant, Mark R., "The Case of Kentucky's Largest Cities," 
Undergraduate Geography Major, (Faculty Advisor James Davis) 
Kentucky Academy of Science, Western Kentucky University, 
November, 1987 . 
Dotson, Carl B" "Variations in Sizes and Shapes of Pebbles from 
Alluvial Terrace Deposits on the Ohio Ri ver," Undergraduate 
Geology Major, (Faculty Advisor Kenneth Kuehn), Sigma Xi 
Research Conference, Western Kentucky University I 1987. 
Fugate, Anthony, "Temperature Extremes in Kentucky," ( .... ith Glen 
Conner ) , Kentucky Academy of Science, Western Kentucky 
University, November, 1987. 
Morris, B. Kevin ., "Geological Evaluation and Suggested Development 
of a Coal-bearing Property Near Dawson Springs, Kentucky,'" 
Graduate Student, (Faculty Advisor Kenneth Kuehn), Sigma xi 
Research Conference, Western Kentucky University, 1987. 
Reeder, Philip P. "Down-Hole Video Camera : A Ne .... Tool in Applied 
Karst Hydrology," ( .... ith Nick Cra .... ford), Kentucky Academy of 
Sc ience, Western Kentucky University, November, 1987. 
Reeder I Philip P., "Preliminary Investigation of Optimal 
Locations for Remova l of Storm Water Runoff in 
Bo .... ling Green, Kentucky," Graduate Student, (Faculty 
Advisor Nick Crawford ) , Sigma Xi Research Conference, 
ioJestern Ken tucky University, 1987. 
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Reeder, Philip P., "Use of Video Well-Logging in a Karst Aquifer, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky," (with Nick Crawford ) , Annual 
Meeting, National Speleological Society, Sault Ste 
Marie, Michigan, 1987 . 
Smlth, James H., "E!xploration and Mapping of Si s tema Huautia: 
America's Most Si gnificant Vertical Cave exploration," 
Graduat@ St udent (Faculty Advisor Nick Crawford ), 
Ken tucky Academy of Science, Western Kentucky University , 
November, 1987. 
Thompson, Jon, "Steatigeaphic Investigation of the Girltin and 
Kidder Limestones in South Central Kentucky," Undergraduate 
Geology Major, (Faculty Advisor Kenneth Kuehn), Sigma Xi 
Resea rch Conference, Western Kentucky University, 1987. 
Webster, James W., "Preliminary Inv@stigation of th@ Association 
Between Radon Levels in Hames and caves of Bowling Gre@n, 
Kentucky," Graduate Student, (Faculty Advisor Nick Crawford), 
Kentucky Academy of Science, Western Kentucky University, 
November, 1987. 
Webster, James W., "Using Microgravity to Locate Caves", Graduate 
Student, (Faculty Advisoe Nick Crawford), Sigma Xi Research 
Conference, Western Kentucky University, 1987 . 
Wilkerson, W. Stanley, "Depositional History of Murphy's Pond: A 
Freshwater Cypress Swamp in Hickman County, Kentucky," 
Undergraduate Geology Major, (with Kenneth Kuehn), Kentucky 
Academy of Science , Western Kentucky University , November, 1987. 
Winter, Shaun A. "Petroleum Exploration Techniques for Fractured 
Terrains in Kentucky," Graduate Student , (with Kenneth Kuehn ) , 
Kentucky Academy of Sci@nce, Western Kentucky Uni v@rsity, 
November, 1987. 
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GRADUATES STUDENTS IN RESIDENCE 
1987 
Anthony Able, Georgia Southwestern University 
cynthia Atkins, University of Kentucky 
James Asbury, Western Kentucky University 
David Baize, Western Kentucky Uni verslty 
Kenneth Baker, Western Kentucky University 
Abdellah Benkhalti, Institute of Agriculture and Vegetation, Morocco 
Adriana Benkhalti, University of La Plata, Argentina 
Scott Bewley, Western Kentucky University 
Franklin Bogle, Tennessee Technological University 
Neal Bowden, Kentucky State University 
Kevin Brown, Western Kentucky University 
Alfonzo Casana, Univeridad Nacional de Cajamerca, Peru 
Jeffery cooper, Western Kentucky University 
Kamariah Dola, Indiana University 
Mashita Haris, Indiana University 
Lis a Hazelrlqq, Wes tern Kentucky Unlversity 
Damon King, Wes tern Kentucky Univeristy 
Liria LOpez, Western Kentucky University 
Catherine Lowe, Wes tern Kentucky University 
Brian Martin, Western Kentucky Univeristy 
Michael Ni chol s, Univer si ty of Virginia 
Phllip Reeder, Frostburg St ate Col lege 
James Smith , Tennessee Technologica l University 
Teresa Smith, Middle Tennessee State University 
Melissa Thompson, Uni veri s t y of Tennessee 
Thomas Tweddell, Western KentUCKY University 
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Randy Villa, Humboldt State University 
James Webster, Western Kentucky University 
William Widsom, Western Kentucky University 
35 
MASTER DEGREES AWARDED 
1987 
Master of Science (Geography ) 
Abdellah Benkhalti. "Mapping the Desertification Process in 
Southern Marrocco Using Remote Sensinq Data." Dr. S. Reza 
Ahsan, Direct or . 
Christopher Groves. "Lithologic Controls on Karst Groundwater 
Flow, Lost River Gr oundwater Basin, Warren County , Kentucky." 
Or. Ni cholas Crawford , Director. 
Adriana Benkhalti. Dr. Nicholas Crawford, Advisor. 
Mast er of Public Service (City and Regional Planning Option) 
Brett caldwell. Or . Wayne L. Hoffman, Advisor. 
Kamariah Cola . Dr . wayne L. Hoffman, Advisor . 
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STUDENT AWARD WINNERS 




The Society of the Sigma Xi 
Graduate Division 
Philip T. Reeder 
"Preliminary Investigation of Optimal Locations 
for Remova l of Stormwater Runoff in Bowling Green, 
Kentucky" 
Directed by: Nicholas C. Crawford 
Byron Kevin Morris 
"Geological Evaluation and Suggested Development of a 
Coal-bearing Prope['t y Near Dawson Spdngs, Kent ucky" 
Directed by: Kenneth W. Kuehn 
Undergraduate Division 
Jonathon Thompson 
"Stratigraphic Investigation of the Girkin and Kidder 
Limestones in South Central Kentucky" 
Directed by: Kenneth W. Kuehn 
Merle Prunty Awa['d 
for the Outstanding Geography Undergraduate St udent 
in the Southeast 
Jefferson J . Beeckler 
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REPRESENTATION AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS 
*participated in meeting as chairman of a session, paper presentation, 
or in some other professional manner. 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Chicago, 
Illinois, February, 1987. Moore-. 
National Association of Reg ional Councils, Washington, D.C., 
February, 1987. Hoffman·. 
Second Multidisciplinary Conference on Sinkholes and the 
Environmental Impacts of Karst, Orlando, Florida, 
February, 1987 . Crawford. 
popular Culture Association, Montreal, Canada, March, 1987. 
Davis*. 
National Conference on Faculty Development and Evaluation, 
Orlando, Florida, March, 1987. Davis·, Hoffman*. 
Southeastern Drought Symposium , Columbia, South carolina 
March, 1987. Conner- . 
Partners of the Americas, Lexington, Kentucky, April, 1987. 
Lowry> • 
Kentucky Planning Association, Lucas, Kentucky, Apeil, 1987. 
Ansan, Hoffman*. 
Association of American Geographers, Portland, Oregon, Apeil, 
1987. Ansan*, Davis* , Hoffman·, petersen*, Trapasso*. 
El len Semple Day, Lexington, Kentucky, April, 1987. 
Hoffman, Petersen. 
First Nat ional Outdoor Action Conference on Aquifer 
Restoration, Groundwater Monitoring, and Geophysical 
Methods National Water Well Association, Las Vegas, Nevada , 
May, 1987, Crawford*. 
National Association of Regional Councils, Reno , Nevada , May, 
1987. Hoffman. 
Groundwater: Tennessee's Hidden Asset Conference, Nashville, 
Tennessee, May, 1987 . Crawford*. 
Western and Central Meeting of the Kentucky Water Well 
Association, Park City, Kentucky, May, 1987. Crawford* . 
Kentucky Oil and 
June, 1987. 




50th Meeting of the Meteoritical Society, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, England, July 1987. Seeger*. 
conference on the Growth & Development of 
Crust, Oxford, England, July, 1987. 
the Continental 
Seeger. 
American Association of State Climatologists, Des Moines, 





Conference, Louisville, August, 
American Society for Testing and Materials Semi-Annual Meeting, 
St. Louis, Missouri, September, 1987. Kuehn. 
Sixth International Coal Testing 




Kentucky Council for the Social Studies, Lexington, September, 
1987. Hoffman, Petersen*. 
11th International Congress of Biometeorology, Purdue University, 
Septent>er, 1987. Trapasso*. 
National Geological 
October, 1987 . 
Society of America, Phoenix, Arizonia, 
Fields*. 
Kentucky Planning Association, Fall Meeting, Lexington, 
October., 1987 . Hoffman* • 
Fourth Annual Waterways Conference, Owensboro, October, 1987. 
Hoffman. 
National Council for 






Southeast Divlsion of the Association of American Geographers, 
Charlotte, North Carolina, November, 1987. Davis*. Hoffman. 
Kentucky Academy of Science, l'lestern Kentucky University, 
November, 1987. AhSan, Bingham*, Conner*, Crawford*, 
Davis*, Dilamarter, Fields, Hagen., Hoffman·, Kuehn., 
Lowry·, Moore., Petersen, Seeger·, Trapasso •• 
Kentucky Water Well Drillers Annual Conference, Louisville, 
Noverrt>er, 1987. Crawford* • 
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PROFESSIONAL Vl>RKSHOPS ATTENDED 
Ahsan, R@za. RIPS/VIP Workshop for Classroom Applications of Video 
Imag@ Proc@ssing , North@rn Illinois Univ@rsity, Deka1b, Illinois, 
May, 1987. 
Ahsan, R@za. CAD Syst@fllS in Acad@mic canography: DRAFIX and Map 
Instruction, Association of American Geoqraph@rs, portland, 
Oregon, Apeil, 1987 . 
Bingham , James. 
Univ@rsity, 
H@lms-Cravens Library Workshop, W@st.@rn Kentucky 
Apdl, 1987 . 
Bingham, J ames. RADAR Training Workshop, West@rn Kent.ucky University, 
Ap:-il, 1987. 
Conn@r, Glen. H@lms-Crav@ns Library workshop, Western K@nt.ucky 
Univ@rsity, Apeil, 1987. 
Conner, Glen. RADAR Training Workshop, Western Kent.ocky University, 
Ap:' il, 1987. 
Conner, Glen. 
Slidell , 
Digit.al Mapping Workshop, 
Louisiana, May, 1987. 
U.s. Geological Survey, 
Crawford, Nicholas. Groundwat.@r Monitoring Workshop, Environment.al 
Prot@ct.ion Agency, At.lant.a, Georgia, 1987 . 
Cr awford, Nicholas. Construct.ion of Monitoring Wells, National 
Water Well Association, Las Vegas, Nevada, 1987. 
Davis, J ames . Helms-Cravens Library Workshop, Western Kent.ucky 
Universit.y, Apeil, 1987 . 
Fields, Noland. Helms-Cravens Library workshop, West@rn Kentucky 
University, April, 1987. 
Hoffman, Wayne. Introduction to MUSIC, W@stern Kentucky Univ@rsity, 
March , 1987. 
Hoffman, Wayne. 
Univ@rs ity . 
H@1ms-Crav@ns Library Workshop, West.@rn Kentucky 
April, 1987 . 
Hoffman, Wayne. Census 1990 Workshop, Kentucky Data Cent@r 
and U.S . Bureau o f Census, Bowling Green, Sept@nDer 1987. 
Hoffman, Wayne. National Geographic Workshop on SU1I1TII!r Ins titutes, 
National Council on Geographic Education, Springfield, Missouri, 
October, 1987. 
Kuehn, Kenneth. Energy Dispersive X-RAY Fluor@scence Training 






Introduction to MUSIC, Western Kentucky University, 
1987. 
Helms-Cravens Library Workshop, Western Kentucky 
April, 1987. 
LOwry, Mark. National Emergency Management, Atlanta, Georgia, 
March, 1987. 
Lowry, Mark. Emergency Resource Management, Frankfort, Kentucky, 
April, 1987. 
LOwry, Mark. Training Workshop, Camp Blanding, Florida, 
June, 1987. 
Moore, Conrad . Helms-Cravens Library WOrkshop, Western Kentucky 
University, April, 1987. 
Petersen, Albert . Helms-Cravens Library Workshop, Western Kentucky 
University, April, 1987. 
Petersen, Albert. National Geographic Workshop on S1JIl'I'[ler Institutes, 




Helms-cravens Library workshOp, Western Ken~ucky 
April, 1987. 
Trapasso, Michael. RADAR Training Workshop, Western Kentucky 
University, April, 1987. 
Trapasso, Michael. Helms-Cravens Library Workshop, Western Kentucky 
University, April, 1987. 
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POSITIONS HELD IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
AhSan, Reza 
Kentucky State Counselor 
Midsouth Division, American Society of Photogrammetry 
Conner, Glen 
Chairman, Goals Conmittee 
American Association of State Climatologists 
Crawford, Nicholas 
Associate Editor, Stygologia: 
International Journal of General and 
Applied Groundwater Research 
Davis, James 
Historian 
Southeast Division of the Association of American Geographers 
President 
Western Kentucky University Sigma Xi Club 
Secretary 
Geography Section, Kentucky Academy of Science 
Dllamarter, Ronald 
Kentucky Representative, Steering Committee 
MemberShip Committee 
Southeast Division of the Association of American Geographers 
Fields, Noland 
Liaison Officer 
Geological SOCiety of America 
Hof fman, Wayne 
Committee on Professional career Development 
Southeast Division of the Association of American Geographers 
At Larqe Representative 
Executive Committee 
Program Committee 
Chairman, Public Relations Committee 
Kentucky Planning Association 
Chair 
Kentucky Geographic Consortium 
Organizing Committee, Annual Meeetinq 
Kentucky Academy of Science 
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Kuehn I Kenneth 
Secretary, Geology Section 
President, Geology Section 
Kentucky Academy of Science 
Vice President 
Coal Information Network of Kentucky 
Seeger, Ronald 
Co-chair, Research Committee 
Sigma Xi 
Trapasso , Michael 
Secretary, Geography Section 
Chairman, Geography Sect ion 
Kentucky Academy of Science 
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- Member, University - Asian Studies 
Cocrmittee 
Member, University - Latin American Study 
Corrmittee 
- Member, University - Faculty Senate 
- Member, University - Faculty Grievance 
Cocrm it. t. ee 
- Member, University - Continuance Committee 
- Member, College Enrollment Management 
Cocrmittee 
- Member, College Faculty Excellence 
Coomittee 
- Member, University 
- Member, University 
Academic Council 
Academic Council 
- Rules Committee, 
- Member, University - Center on Local 
Government Committee 
- Member, Graduate Council 
- Member, Student Research Committee, 
Graduate Council 
- Member, College - Scholarship Committee 
- Chair, University Task Force on 
Non-Traditional Students and Education 
Member, Academic Council 
- Chair, General Education Committee, 
Academic Council 
- Vice Chair, College Task Force on 
General Education 
- Chair, OCSTH Pre-College Science/Math 
Education Committee 
Member, OCSTH OAR Undecided Student 
Advisory Committee 
- Member, University Task Force on 
General Education 
Member, University International 
Education Committee 
- Member, University, Latin American 
Studies Committee 
Member, Academic Council 
Member College Curriculum Committee 
- Member, University Government Services 
Corrrn it t ee 
- Member, Vice President's Department 
Head Advisory Committee 










Member, University Patent Committee 
- Member, University Academic Probation 
Committee 
- Member, College Curriculum Committee 
- Member, Dean's Advisory Committee 
Member, University Faculty Senate 
Member, College Graduate Committee 
Member, College Science Days Committee 
Chair and Member, University Canadian 
Studies Committee 
- Member, University Honors Committee 
- Member, College Faculty excellence 
Committee 
Member, Dean's Faculty Advisory 
Committee 
Chair and Member, Colleqe Environmental 
Studies Committee 
Member, Academic Council 
Member, College Science Cays Committee 
- Member, University Probation Committee 
Member, College Sabbatical Committee 
- Member, University Faculty Development 
Committee 
- Member, University Research Committee 
- Substitute Member, University Faculty 
Senate 
- Member, Graduate Council 







FOREIGN TRAVEL BY FACULTY 
A twen~y-three day ~our of Japan, Thailand, 
Singapore, and the Chinese Peoples Republic. 
Traveled ~o Moo~real, canada to presen~ a paper. 
Consul~ing ~rip ~o Bucaramanga, Columbia. 
Several months spen~ in Ecuador producing T. V. 
Documentary on Colorado Indians. 
Traveled ~o Grea~ Bri~ain to presen~ a paper 
and at~end a conference. 
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Remote Sensing M. Sc. Degree Advisory 
Committee, Jamia Millia University, 
New Delhi, India. 
- Kentucky State Climatologist. 
Alternate Energy Advisory Committee, 
Kentucky Energy Cabinet. 
- Chairman, Wind Energy Comnittee, Kentucky 
Energy Cabinet. 
- Drought Monitoring Task Force, Kentucky 
Natural Resources and Environmental 
Protection Cabinet. 
- Project Review Committee, Kentucky Energy 
Cabinet. 
Citizens Advisory Committee, Ohio River 
Basin Commission. 
Scientific Coamittee, cave Research 
Foundation. 
Hydroloqist, Kentucky cave and Rock Rescue 
Team. 
- Kentucky Citizens Water Task Force . 
Chairman, Bowling Green Hazardous Fumes 
Emergency Response Committee. 
- soard of Directors, Mammoth Cave National 
Park Association. 
Board of Directors, Barren River Area 
Development District. 
- Chairman, Natural Resources and Environ-
mental Problems Committee, Barren Ri ver 
Area Development District. 
Kentucky Representative, Citizens Advisory 
Committee, Ohio River Basin Commission. 
Member, Urban Services Committee, Kentucky 
Council of ADDS . 
- soard of Directors, Mammoth Cave National 
Park Association. 
- Member, Coordinating Committee, Kentucky 
Geographical Alliance. 
- Kentucky Earth Science Educators Alliance. 
- Liaison between 2nd Army & State of 
Kentucky in matters of national 
emergencies. 
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Petersen, Albert - Kentucky Geoqrapher. 
- Kentucky Historic Preservation Review 
Board, Kentucky Heritage Counci l. 
- United States Board of Geoqraphic Names , 
Domestic Names Committee, U.S . Geological 
Survey. 
- Kentucky Member of the United St ates 
Board of Geographic Names, Board of 
Geographic Names, U.S. Department of the 
Interior. 
- M@ffiber, Coordinating Committee, Kentucky 
Geographical Alliance. 
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SERVICE TO PUBLIC SCHOOL AND TEACHERS OF THE COMMONWEALTH 
Bingham, James - Visit to Butler County Elementary School 
COnner, Glen - Regional Science Fair Judge 







Presentation on Mammoth Cave to visiting French 
and Spanish students 
- Presentation to sixth grade science class at 
Russellville Middle School 
- Bowling Green High School Faculty Appreciation 
Day participant 
- Instructor, "OUr Physical World," Earth SCience 
Workshop for TeaChers, Western Kentucky University 
Instructor, "Earthquake Awarl!ness." in-service 
workShop, Muhlenberg County SChool System 
Instructor, Earthquake Awareness, Workshop at 
Lake Malone 
- Instructor, Earthquake Awareness, Workshop at 
Marrmoth Cave 
- Presentation to students in LaRue County Systems 
- One day study/discussion session for gifted 
students f~ caverna SChool System 
- "Power of Water-Karst Landscapes," 
Workshop for PUblic SChOol Teachers, 
Mammoth Cave National Park 
- Visited four Louisville High Schools on 
recruiting trip 
- Regional Science Fair Ju~e 
Instructor, "Our Physical World," Earth SCience 
Wor kshop for Teachers, Western Kentucky University 
- \'lorkshop on "The Geography of Canada," for 
Public SChool Teachers 
- Organized and rroderated Geography workshop at the 
Kentucky Council for the Social SCiences Annual 
Meeting 
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Trapasso, Michael Instructor, "Our Physical World," Earth Science 
Workshops for Teachers, Western Kentucky 
University 
- Participant, Bowling Green High School Faculty 
Appreciation Days 
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- DISSPLA Workshop, Western Kentucky 
University 
- "Analysis of Kentucky Tornadoes" 
Fourth Annual Student Honors Night 
Department of Geography and Geology 
Field trip for participants in National 
Water Well Conference 
Field trip of area for Tennessee Tech 
students and Kent State students 
- "Application of Drastic in a Karst Terrain," 
presented to the Kentucky Division of Water 
and several University of Kentucky graduate 
students, Western Kentucky University 
- Instructor at the Groundwater WorkshOp for 
Kentucky Shorthand Reporters, Bowling Green, 
Kentucky 
- Instructor at the Kentucky Rural Women's 
Conference, Western Kentucky University 
- Lecture "Cities in the Ocient: A Geographers 
View," sponsored by Gamma Theta Upsilon 
during Geography Awareness Week 
\'k>rkshop for Computer Assisted Instruction 
Math-Science Center, Western Kentucky 
University 
Several Field Trips Arranged for Geology 
Club 
- Presentation to Coal Advisory Group 
- Presentation to Sigma Delta Pi 
- "The Physical and Biogeography of Canada," 
University Colloquium presented in Canadian 
Studies Program 
- Organized and moderated "The Environment We 
Share", Oh Canada! Oh Kentucky Week 
- Campus field trip for Chinese visitors 
- Campus field trips at Sigma Xi Research Days 
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Sigma Xi Poster Displays (2) 
Q@partmental Coordinator, International Days 
- Sigma Xi Poster Display 
- Discussion with Social Studies Group of 
Butler County 
Text Book Rev iew 
GTU Faculty Advisor 
Poster Presentation, International Days 
- Several tours of Climate Center 
Sigma Xi Poster Display 
Numerous television, radio and newspaper 
interviews concerning weather and climate 
pt'oblems 
- Judge, Sigma Xi undergraduate and graduate 
research conference 
Ogden College Open House participant 
As State Climatologist provided data to over 
700 clients 
- Presentation to Chinese Delegation 
Presentat ion to Canadian High School Group 
Chaired a session at Southeastern Drought 
Conference 
- Sigma Xi Poster Display (2) 
- Presentations to: American Association of 
Professional Women, Lions Club, Men's 
Literary Club, Elderhostel, Leadership group 
of Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Club and 
Scottsville Rotary Club 
Numerous television, radio and newspaper 
interviews concerning water, fume, and 
radon problems 
Free consultation to a host of private 
citizens, elected officials, and 
government agencies 
- Gee Club Advisor 
- Sigma Xi Poster Display 
- Paper Discussant - SEDAAG 
Sigma Xi Poster Display 
- Liaison Department Faculty Member to WKU/ ARCO 
Math Science Center 
- Sigma xi Poster Display 





Petersen , Albert 
Seeqer, Ronald 
Trapasso, Michael 
- Sigma Xi Poster Display 
- Chair, United States and Canada Session, 
National Council for Geographic Education 
- Media Interviews 
- WKYU Midday Report 
- Si gma Xi Poster Display 
- (;@oloqy Club Advisor 
- Two article reviews for Journal of Coal 
Quality 
- Book Review of Alchemy and Pyramids 
- Sigma Xi Research Conference Organizer 
- Presentation to Kiwanis Club and Boy 
Scouts of America 
- Sigma xi Poster Display 
- Participant, International Days 
- Several military and disaster preparedness 
workshOps and intelligence briefings 
- Slide presentation to Sister Cities of 
Bowling Green meeting 
- Preparation as part of sabbatical leave on TV 
Documentary on Colorado Indians 
- S~nsor, Cultural EXChange Group for Ecuador 
- NBKO Television Interview 
- Sigma Xi Poster Di spl ay 
(;@o Club Advisor 
Organized and taught I ntrodoction to Canadian 
Studies Course 
Sigma Xi Poster Di spl ay 
participant, International Days 
Book Review of Mar s h's, farthsCa?!: A 
Physical Geography 
Gee Club and Gamma Theta Upsilon Advisor 
- Sigma xi Poster Di splay 
- Grant, Restoration Program of Penn Warren 
House 
- Sigma xi Poster Displays (2) 
- Several Media Interviews 
- Sigma Xi Poster Displays (2) 
- Numer ous television , radio, and newspaper 
interviews concerning wea ther and climate 
- Numerous t ours of the Weather Station 
- Weather Forecast WKYU-FM daily program 
- Completed a shOrt educational TV segment for 
the "Mr. Wizard" show 
- Participant, Internationa l Days 
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